
 

This is a preview of the FPF x FPF grant program application form found here. The purpose of this 
document is to provide you with the questions in advance so you can adequately prepare your 
response. Only grant requests submitted via the link above will be considered.  

Reminder that the submission deadline is April 22, 2024, 8:00 UTC. 

Questions: 

1. I am not a citizen of the following countries: Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Russia, Syria, and 
specific regions of Ukraine. Answer: Correct/Incorrect 
 

2. I agree to the Terms and Conditions linked above. Answer: Yes/No 
 

3. What is the name of your project? 
 

4. What is the name of the organization or primary contact for this project? (can be 
pseudonymous) 
 

5. What is the contact email for this project? (private, will not be shared) 
 

6. What USD amount are you requesting? (up to $25,000 USD) 
 

7. What Zcash related problem does your project solve? (up to 5,000 characters) 
 

8. How will your project solve this problem? Be specific. (up to 5,000 characters) 
 

9. What criteria or outcomes will FPF use to determine if your project has been successfully 
completed? Be specific and provide an outcome (or outcomes) that will be verifiable. (up to 
5,000 characters) 
 

10. You have a maximum of six months from the date of award to complete your project. What 
date will all outcomes be completed? Please be conservative in your estimate to allow for 
unexpected delays. 
 

11. I understand that awarded grants will only receive payment (in shielded ZEC) once all 
outcomes specified in #9 have been completed successfully within the timeframe specified 
in #10. If these conditions are not met the grant will be terminated and no grant payment 
will be due. Answer: Yes/No 
 

https://cryptpad.fr/form/#/2/form/view/+t0W0ubT-yNTBGs2dg7Eisw3lzW6k7wIKFaXX4++C5Y/
https://www.financialprivacyfoundation.org/grants


12. How are you/your team qualified to ensure the project will be successful? Be specific. (up 
to 5,000 characters) 


